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��Mind-Body Exercise and Inspiration IDEA Health & Fitness,2006
��Finding Balance Gigi Berardi,2013-01-11 Finding Balance: Fitness,
Health, and Training for a Lifetime in Dance gives an overview of issues
faced by all performing dancers: injury and treatment; technique and
training; fitness; nutrition and diet; and career management. The text
includes both easy-to-read overviews of each topic and profiles of well
known dancers and how they have coped with these issues. The new
edition includes: Updated and new profiles. Expanded injury and injury
treatment information. Updated dance science and physiology findings,
and new references. Updated diet guidelines, Expanded and updated Taking
Control section. It concludes with a list of selected dance/arts medicine
clinics, a bibliography, glossary, and text notes.
��Spa ,2009
��Motor Learning and Control for Dance Donna Krasnow,Mary Virginia
Wilmerding,2015-06-22 As dance training evolves and becomes more
complex, knowledge of motor behavior is foundational in helping dancers
learn and master new skills and become more efficient in integrating the
skills. Motor Learning and Control for Dance is the first resource to
address motor learning theory from a dance perspective. Educators and
students preparing to teach will learn practical ways to connect the
science behind dance to pedagogy in order to prepare dancers for
performance. Dancers interested in performance from the recreational to
professional levels will learn ways to enhance their technical and
artistic progress. In language accessible even to those with no science
background, Motor Learning and Control for Dance showcases principles
and practices for students, artists, and teachers. The text offers a
perspective on movement education not found in traditional dance
training while adding to a palette of tools and strategies for improving
dance instruction and performance. Aspiring dancers and instructors will
explore how to develop motor skills, how to control movement on all
levels, and—most important—how motor skills are best taught and
learned. The authors, noted experts on motor learning and motor
control in the dance world, explore these features that appeal to
students and instructors alike: • Dance-specific photos, examples, and
figures illustrate how to solve common problems various dance genres. •
The 16 chapters prepare dance educators to teach dancers of all ages
and abilities and support the development of dance artists and students
in training and performance. • An extensive bibliography of sports and
dance science literature allows teachers and performers to do their own
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research. • A glossary with a list of key terms at the back of the book.
Part I presents an overview of motor behavior, covering motor
development from birth to early adulthood. It provides the essential
information for teaching posture control and balance, the locomotor
skills underlying a range of complex dance skills, and the ballistic skills
that are difficult to teach and learn, such as grand battement and
movements in street dance. Part II explores motor control and how
movement is planned, initiated, and executed. Readers will learn how the
nervous system organizes the coordination of movement, the effects of
anxiety and states of arousal on dance performance, how to integrate
the senses into movement, and how speed and accuracy interact. Part III
investigates methods of motor learning for dancers of all ages. Readers
will explore how to implement a variety of instructional strategies,
determine the best approaches for learning dance skills, and motivate and
inspire dancers. This section also discusses how various methods of
practice can help or hinder dancers, strategies for improving the recall
of dance skills and sequences, and how to embrace somatic practice and
its contribution to understanding imagery and motor learning. Motor
Learning and Control for Dance addresses many related topics that are
important to the discipline, such as imagery and improvisation. This book
will help performers and teachers blend science with pedagogy to meet the
challenge of artistry and technique in preparing for dance performance.
��Pilates for Beginners Denis Kennedy,Dominique Jansen,Dr. Sian
Williams,2011-08-15 Provides an introduction to pilates, describing
its six basic principles and presenting exercise sequences with different
levels of difficulty.
��So You Want to Sing with Awareness Matthew Hoch,2020-04-10
Yoga, Alexander Technique, Feldenkrais Method, Pilates, Body Mapping…
These techniques all promote optimum vocal performance through mind-
body awareness, but where should a singer begin? So You Want to Sing
with Awareness welcomes singers into all of these methods, allowing
them to explore each option’s history and application to singing and
determine which methods may best meet their needs as performers. With
this unique volume in the So You Want to Sing series, editor Matthew
Hoch brings together renowned expert practitioners to explore mind-body
awareness systems and introduce cutting-edge research in cognitive
neuroscience and motor learning. Carefully curated for singers’ unique
needs, the book also includes essential discussions of anatomy and
physiology and vocal health. The So You Want to Sing series is
produced in partnership with the National Association of Teachers of
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Singing. Like all books in the series, So You Want to Sing with
Awareness features online supplemental material on the NATS website.
Please visit www.nats.org to access style-specific exercises, audio and
video files, and additional resources.
��Using the Bowen Technique to Address Complex and Common
Conditions John Wilks,Isobel Knight,2014-08-21 The Bowen technique
resets and repairs the body, restoring balance to relieve pain and improve
energy. This book shows how it can be particularly effective at
alleviating conditions that are renowned for being difficult to treat, as
well as at enhancing performance in dance and other sports. Covering
lower back pain, frozen shoulder, tennis elbow, carpal tunnel, hayfever,
asthma, diabetes (type 2), migraines, stress and tension disorders,
fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, palliative care, performance enhancement,
and in pre and post-natal care, clinical case studies reveal Bowen
technique in action along with detailed explanations of how and why
Bowen is so effective for each of these different situations. This is the
perfect book for Bowen practitioners, and other complementary and
alternative health practitioners and medical professionals wanting to
know how and why the Bowen technique can help their patients, as well
as patients interested in learning about what Bowen can do for them.
��K�rperorientierte Ans�tze f�r Musiker Claudia Spahn,2017-05-22
Musizieren bedeutet zuallererst, den eigenen K�rper als Instrument
wahrzunehmen, Spielbewegungen mit dem Instrument m�glichst effektiv zu
gestalten und dabei gesund zu bleiben und insgesamt die eigene Gesundheit zu
f�rdern. Zur Unterst�tzung in diesem lebenslangen Lernprozess steht eine
Reihe von k�rperorientierten Ans�tzen zur Verf�gung, die sich in ihrer
Anwendung besonders f�r Musiker bew�hrt haben.Dieses Buch informiert
�ber Hintergrund und Konzept der wichtigen Ans�tze wie Feldenkrais-
Methode, Ideokinese, Alexander-Technik, Schlaffhorst-Andersen,
Autogenes Training, Qigong, Yoga u. a. und bietet praktische �bungen der
jeweiligen Methode an. Musiker finden hier eine Orientierung im Bereich
k�rperorientierter Ans�tze, die sie im Alltag beim �ben, vor Auftritten
und zur Regeneration im Berufsalltag nutzen k�nnen.Dar�ber hinaus bietet
das Buch viele Anregungen f�r alle, die sich f�r einen ganzheitlichen
Umgang zum Wohle ihrer Gesundheit interessieren.
��El cuerpo en la danza N�ria Mass� Ortigosa,2013-12-10 La danza
es una forma de expresi�n con una larga historia y que ha ido adoptando
formas diversas junto con la evoluci�n del ser humano. En el camino que
recorre el bailar�n durante su aprendizaje, encuentra retos a superar de
distinta �ndole (f�sicos, psicol�gicos, culturales...). El abordaje de
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estos retos puede mejorar a trav�s de un mejor conocimiento del propio
cuerpo y del propio trabajo. En El cuerpo en la danza los autores
presentan los conceptos b�sicos de la biomec�nica de la extremidad
inferior, de la columna vertebral y de los mecanismos reguladores de la
postura, y c�mo esta biomec�nica y estos mecanismos pueden modelarse y
adaptarse a los diferentes tipos de danza para que el bailar�n sea capaz
de alcanzar la perfecci�n de su gesto danc�stico. Tambi�n a lo largo
del texto se exponen las diferentes patolog�as que con mayor
frecuencia pueden afectar al bailar�n y su �ntima relaci�n con la
alteraci�n de la biomec�nica normal.
��Practicing Dance Jenny Coogan,2016-12-10 Within the framework of
the research project InnoLernenTanz at the Palucca University of Dance
Dresden, in this book Jenny Coogan – professor of contemporary dance at
the same institution – offers a forum in which she and guest authors
consider questions such as: How are the parameters crucial to the
understanding of contemporary dance, such as personal agency,
actually embodied? How does the German system of dance education
foster such parameters? How can somatic approaches contribute to
encouraging dancers to experience their education from a first-person
perspective of authority with enhanced self-reliance, self-reflection, and
social consciousness? Practicing Dance: A Somatic Orientation includes
accounts of field research, essays and interviews, as well as
suggestions for studio practice that demonstrate the synergy between
contemporary dance and the Feldenkrais Method. The range of
perspectives offered invites critical reflection on methods to support
young dance artists in embracing the twenty-first century challenges of
professional performing careers.
��Fascia in Sport and Movement, Second edition Robert Schleip,Jan
Wilke,Amanda Baker,2021-03-30 Fascia in Sport and Movement, Second
edition is a multi-author book with contributions from 51 leading
teachers and practitioners across the entire spectrum of bodywork and
movement professions. It provides professionals from all bodywork and
movement specialisms with the most up-to-date information they need for
success in teaching, training, coaching, strengthening, tackling injury,
reducing pain, and improving mobility. The new edition has 21 new
chapters, and chapters from the first edition have been updated with new
research. This book is an essential resource for all bodywork
professionals - sports coaches, fitness trainers, yoga teachers, Pilates
instructors, dance teachers and manual therapists. It explains and
demonstrates how an understanding of the structure and function of
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fascia can inform and improve your clinical practice. The book's unique
strength lies in the breadth of its coverage, the expertise of its
authorship and the currency of its research and practice base.
��When Birds Sing Arielle Spring,2022-03-14 “I recommend this book to
all who have experienced trauma or know someone who has.” - Maxwell
Wagner “This will impact everyone that reads it. Life changing.” - Carey
Benedict Arielle Spring was a sweet, small town girl with a promising
future when her life took a drastic turn while in her early teens. Once her
direction changed, she began a two-decades-long fall from grace into a
dark world of sexual, physical, and emotional abuse. In a candid yet
inspiring memoir, Arielle Spring details her journey through abuse to the
moment when a conscious awakening prompted her to discover a power
greater than herself that led her to see her reality with new eyes and
reclaim each precious, broken piece of herself. While disclosing how she
began her ascent from trauma and shame to a liberating truth and
freedom, Arielle reveals how she persevered through many difficulties,
including homelessness, while relying on her faith in God to buoy her
through her many harrowing experiences and ultimately return her to
wholeness. When Birds Sing is the spiritually uplifting story of a small
town girl’s heart-wrenching journey through trauma, abuse, and lost
identity to a courageous, self-empowered transformation.
��Dance Wellness Wilmerding, Mary Virginia,Krasnow,
Donna,International Association for Dance Medicine &
Science,2016-10-12 Dancer Wellness, created by the International
Association for Dance Medicine & Science, offers guidance on the
foundations, mental components, and physical aspects of dancer
wellness. Readers will learn concepts and strategies to develop as
dancers and to create their own dancer wellness plan.
��Mind-Body Fitness For Dummies Therese Iknoian,2011-04-27 Mind-Body
Fitness For Dummies is the complete guide to the world of holistic fitness
-- from Yoga and Tai Chi to Pilates and Qigong. Get started the smart
way with expert advice on the essentials, such as breathing, posture,
and choosing a program that best fits you and your fitness goals. Filled
with instructional photos and illustrations, this book also features
expert advice on warming up and cooling down, as well as taking your
workout program beyond the basics with coverage of bodywork
techniques including NIA and the Alexander technique. Mind-Body Fitness
For Dummies will also help answer common questions about equipment
and space needs, as well as other issues to consider before committing to
a new fitness plan.
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��The Ballet Companion Eliza Gaynor Minden,2007-11-01 A New
Classic for Today's Dancer The Ballet Companion is a fresh,
comprehensive, and thoroughly up-to-date reference book for the dancer.
With 150 stunning photographs of ballet stars Maria Riccetto and
Benjamin Millepied demonstrating perfect execution of positions and steps,
this elegant volume brims with everything today's dance student needs,
including: Practical advice for getting started, such as selecting a
school, making the most of class, and studio etiquette Explanations of
ballet fundamentals and major training systems An illustrated guide
through ballet class -- warm-up, barre, and center floor Guidelines for
safe, healthy dancing through a sensible diet, injury prevention, and
cross-training with yoga and Pilates Descriptions of must-see ballets
and glossaries of dance, music, and theater terms Along the way you'll
find technique secrets from stars of American Ballet Theatre, lavishly
illustrated sidebars on ballet history, and tips on everything from
styling a ballet bun to stage makeup to performing the perfect pirouette.
Whether a budding ballerina, serious student, or adult returning to
ballet, dancers will find a lively mix of ballet's time-honored traditions
and essential new information.
��The Gym Survival Guide Gregg Cook,Fatima D'Almeida-Cook,2008
Yoga, kickboxing, spinning, weights, cardio machines: the gym can leave
novices bewildered! What is all that equipment for--and how do you use
it? This survival manual is the antidote to gym confusion. It shows
newcomers the ropes, serving up savvy advice that will get them
fearlessly on the road to becoming healthier, slimmer, and stronger. From
an overview of membership types (including questions to ask before
signing) to help on determining your goals, from creating a well-rounded
fitness program to thoroughly illustrated explanations of every type
of class and equipment, this volume has it all. There's information on
resistance, cardiovascular, core, and flexibility training, as well as
descriptions of the different gym areas. You'll even find a Code of Gym
Conduct.
��Beginner's Guide to Pilates Sian Williams,Dominique Jansen,2004
Introduces the holistic exercise system called Pilates. Includes a self-
assessment and presents the principles of Pilates as well as thirty-six
step-by-step sequences.
��Elle ,2004
��K�rperlogik verstehen Johannes Randolf,2018-08-06 Vom
Stoffwechsel �ber den Bewegungsapparat bis zur Psyche ist alles im
K�rper miteinander verbunden – das reibungslose Zusammenspiel von
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Muskeln, Gelenken, Organen und Zellen ist der Schl�ssel zu dauerhafter
Gesundheit. Das n�tige Hintergrundwissen f�r das Verst�ndnis dieser
K�rperlogik liefert Buchautor und Physiotherapeut Johannes Randolf:
Praxisnah und leicht verst�ndlich erkl�rt er, wie Sie die wahre Ursache
von Schmerzen erkennen und gezielt behandeln, Ihre Muskulatur durch die
richtige Ern�hrung st�rken, Zellen mit allen wichtigen Stoffen versorgen,
Stress durch Bewegung ausgleichen und das Zusammenwirken von Muskeln
und Organen im Gleichgewicht halten. Mit einfachen Handgriffen, �bungen
und kleinen Ver�nderungen im Alltag k�nnen Sie so Ihren K�rper und seine
Funktionen gezielt unterst�tzen, Ihre Gesundheit optimieren und schmerzfrei
leben. �berarbeitete Neuausgabe des Titels Erfolgreich gesund von
Johannes Randolf
��Performance, Technology, & Science Johannes H. Birringer,2008 The
author's writings are widely known in the United States and Europe.
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